Look deeper. Seize the opportunity.
Construction sector
Global Investment and Innovation Incentives (Gi³)

Companies of all sizes can secure significant cash benefits from their innovation
activities through the R&D tax relief. Making the claim is a compliance matter, but
preparing a claim correctly requires a thorough understanding of the company’s
underlying technological developments.
There is a constant demand on the
construction industry to develop innovative
techniques to deliver new infrastructure
safely, faster and at lower cost than
has been possible in the past. This new
infrastructure often has to meet stringent
performance standards, which can present
additional challenges to the companies
within this sector. This development
activity is all too often excluded from R&D
claims as the breadth of the R&D eligibility
requirements is not appreciated
An additional challenge for companies
operating in this sector is to understand
the boundaries of the R&D project within
the overall commercial project, and the
extent to which the different project roles
contribute to the eligible R&D.
The task of justifying the claim often
rests with the finance team, who are not
familiar with the technology, or possibly
senior technical staff who are dealing with
conflicting demands. Discussions with
companies show that determining exactly
which development activities are eligible,
where the technological uncertainty
ends, and which costs can be included
can be extremely difficult for anyone who
does not have both an understanding
of the technology and the experience of
preparing and agreeing multiple claims in
the industry.

Also, preparing documentation to
support the claim is very different from
the documents produced internally
on a project, and its preparation can
be time consuming for those who are
unfamiliar with the complexities of the
tax legislation. For a claim to be robust,
the documentation must highlight the
technological complexities faced, present
them in a way that a tax inspector can
appreciate and demonstrate a direct
link between those complexities and the
associated costs.
Even organisations with a history of
successful claims find that without regular
re-evaluation of their claim process they
are often not taking full advantage of the
benefits they are entitled to.
Deloitte's Gi3 team includes a group of
highly qualified, chartered engineers
and scientists. Together, their combined
industry experience has resulted in the
preparation and agreement of many R&D
claims covering architects, engineering
consultants and contractors that represent
in excess of £2bn of qualifying expenditure.
Our R&D specialists are located across the
UK, allowing us to leverage local industry
knowledge with the best in class tax
practices to help companies benefit from
this regime.

Activities likely to qualify as R&D
Our expertise covers the full spectrum of construction activities, from structures,
building services, waste management, water treatment systems, electricity generation,
rail technology and highway systems. Examples of eligible activities we have claimed
successfully include:

Developing non-conventional construction or installation
sequences for complex civils designs e.g. to meet extended
design life requirements, spatially constrained sites or to
provide temporary structural support systems for geometrically
challenging construction activities

Reducing the carbon footprint of designs by minimising the
embodied carbon in building materials through the use of
recycled or reclaimed materials in a new application

Appreciably improve existing construction techniques (e.g.
modular fabrication and installation) to reduce the project time
and costs or meet emerging environmental standards

Development of advanced refurbishment techniques to integrate
modern materials with legacy structures to create a new or
appreciably improved structure with lower energy consumption

Developing new in-house software capability to assist in design
and analysis in building, transport and other sectors e.g. 4-D and
5-D capability in Building Information Modelling (BIM)

The Deloitte difference
In addition to assisting with R&D tax relief our market leading team can also assist with Patent Box benefits, accelerated tax depreciation
on capital assets and the identification and securing of UK and EU grants. We understand the global dynamics that affect the funding of
your investment and innovation strategy. The Gi³ process ensures that we can efficiently acquire an understanding of your business and
identify the grants and incentives opportunities that may apply.
Global reach
Gi3 helps you see all the possibilities by
identifying incentive opportunities available
to your company worldwide.
Technology at the centre
Leverage technology for operational
efficiency and to gain a clear vision of
relevant opportunities.
Industry experience
Gi3 practitioners globally know and
understand your industry, your business
language, and your technology language.

Lifecycle view
Each incentive must be considered in the
context of the investment and innovation
lifecycle to realise the full financial and
commercial benefit.

Thought leadership
Governments across the globe seek the
insights of Deloitte people to help in the
development and design of their own
incentive policies.

Leveraging the ecosystem
Innovation does not happen in a vacuum.
Connecting with the relevant government
bodies and research institutes will propel
your innovation capability. Deloitte helps
you build winning relationships.

Total perspective
Deloitte’s broad range of specialised
services are available to help you consider
the impact of incentives on your wider tax,
financial, and commercial activities so you
can further enhance and accelerate your
business opportunities.

Society continues to demand new and advanced sustainable infrastructure solutions
delivered safely, rapidly, at low cost, and with minimal impact on the environment. The
construction industry plays a critical role in delivering these solutions, but the R&D that is
undertaken within this industry is often not fully appreciated.
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We believe that business needs to innovate to grow, and by harnessing our
experience and our passion for technology we help our clients receive appropriate
reward for their innovation activities.
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